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About this Document

This document provides details of features and enhancements made to the release version

4.6.0 of the DIKSHA portal platform on February 10, 2022, the DIKSHA Android app on

February 12, 2022 and DIKSHA iOS app on March 22, 2022.

Intended Audience

These release notes provide useful information to

● State administrators

● DIKSHA PMU

Document Structure

Readers of this document can find specific information for enhancements and new features

made to the functionality of the DIKSHA portal, mobile app and offline desktop application.

The document also contains a list of reported bugs that have been addressed as part of the
release.

Release 4.6.0 in brief

● Additional information on a scan of the certificate QR code
● Groups feature independent of the initial configuration
● Discussion Forum reports for State admin are available for a longer time
● Enhanced portal chatbot workflows
● Updated onboarding workflow for first-time users
● Selection of multiple sub-roles
● UCI updates

Read further to get a better understanding of what is part of this release.
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New and enhanced features

Additional information on a scan of the certificate QR code
There is a functional need to display additional user information when a QR code in a certificate
earned by the user is scanned. New metadata fields are included while creating the certificate
for the course e.g. School and geodata.
SB-26473

Groups feature independent of the initial configuration
Group feature is now available as an NPM module and can be plugged in any context. The
adopter no longer needs to configure the feature with the Portal or Mobile App. The feature is
currently available for Create Group and Terms and condition page.
SB-27470

Discussion Forum reports for State admin are available for a longer time
Dashboards are configured for the State admin to view the DF usage metrics via Groups, and
courses on the portal. Before releasing the reports to the State, audit events are created and
then the data is available for a longer time.
SB-27874, SB-27832

Enhanced portal chatbot workflows
The portal chatbot is configured to be State-specific flows along with the global workflows.
States can create/customize their own workflows via admin console and enable it on the portal
without the engineering team’s effort.
SB-25918, SB-25813, SB-27914

Updated onboarding workflow for first-time users
Improved onboarding experience for first-time users who want to use the portal with Admin
capabilities, HT&other official or assets on the DIKSHA website. These users can skip providing
information about board, medium and class.
Refer HT & Officials
SB-27151

Selection of multiple sub roles
In the State education system, a single person can be assigned multiple system roles. For
example, a teacher can also be a CRP. A Head Teacher can also be a teacher. Thus for the
discovery of preferred resources the user can now select multiple sub-roles in their profile to
ease the consumption of preferred resources.
SB-27868, SB-27133, SB-27151
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Enhanced WhatsApp chatbot features
Users can view reports in PDF format, DIKSHA assessments (linked to Prashnavali) and other
workflows on Tara WA Bot.
Refer Communication Console
SB-25779, SB-27530, SB-27531, SB-25780

Issues Resolved

No. Description

1 Various user interface issues were resolved in the mobile app. SB-28045 , SB-26552 ,
SB-25334, SB-24722 , SB-27304 , SB-24672 , SB-19106 , SB-15569 , SB-27229

2 ECML accessibility errors were present while the user was using talk back option SB-28040

3 After consuming the content the View All > Close button was not working as expected
SB-27995

4 The courses page had errors
● Profile data sharing option was not available on Course Details page of Mobile app

SB-27961
● Even after consuming 100% of the course the Leave course option was displayed

SB-27954, SB-27901
● My course section & Continue learning section was not working as expected in regional

languages SB-27897
● While consuming the course, the content relevant name in the content details page is

greyed out SB-27731
● Back button was not working properly for H5P content in Mobile app SB-27720

5 Errors were present in the profile section
● Special characters were allowed in Profile > Submit details/ My details fields

SB-27902
● Selecting the school name from dropdown while editing SB-26685
●

6 Errors were present in Video player SB-27892

7 Location popup was not panning out properly SB-27834

8 Issues while previewing TEACH Tool SB-27808

9 Unable to play downloaded EPUB content on Mobile app both online and offline SB-27800,
SB-27291, SB-24327

10 The courses were not sequenced in chronological order by the users' enrolment date when
user clicks on View all SB-27741
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11 High loading time for request changes on content when bulk upload is still in Progress by
contribution org reviewer SB-27740

12 Rate content popup was displayed and Course progress gets updated even before submitting
the assessment SB-27707, SB-27694

13 Guest name was missing when on home page SB-27703

14 UI issues were resolved in Assessment module SB-27609

15 Wrong error messages were displayed in All Tab section SB-27583, SB-27331

16 Errors were present while creating Batch and enabling discussion forum SB-26484

17 The user location was tagged with the inappropriate data SB-27554

18 Enrolled courses were not getting listed under my learning section SB-27534

19 Users were not able to see the contribution section in the portal profile page SB-27529

20 Users were not able to edit/delete the post in discussion forum or Downvote a post SB-27491

21 Close button was not working as expected for browse by subject/ browse by categories for
Home and Explore tab SB-27478

22 While onboarding the pop-up was automatically shown in Board field SB-27407

23 Error were present while previewing the question set on submit page SB-27338, SB-25898

24 Certificate issue pop-up was not appearing even after completing the course in Mobile app
SB-27321

25 Users were redirected to digital textbook instead of landing pages when they removed the
board SB-27182

26 TV classes filter was not in working condition SB-27108

27 Mobile app was showing portal banners SB-27062

28 Long titles in Course card were cropped SB-27035

29 Error while adding MP3 content in the textbook SB-27033

30 UI and workflow issues were present while accessing PDF content SB-26962, SB-26521

31 Users were redirected to wrong page on View All section options SB-26845

32 Banner displayed only when guest user refreshes the page SB-26761

33 Incorrect error messages was displayed in Videos player SB-26674

34 UI issues in Home page SB-26627

35 The search results were not updated after applying the filters SB-26565

36 Guest users were not able to update BMC SB-26562
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37 Play button was not working as expected in the textbook ToC page SB-26536

38 The status was not updated on Profile even after completing a course SB-26516

39 In PDF and EPUB files
● contents were playing in portrait mode only SB-26502
● Menu and Exit option were not available on end screenSB-24326

40 Random numbers were displayed in the Publisher filter in mobile app SB-26509

41 The Yes and No radio buttons were not working in the Create Batch popup SB-26484

42 User preferences were not updated on homepage SB-26288

43 User interface issues in the certificate template SB-25999, SB-24375, SB-25426

44
Users were able to take up course assessment more than the max number of attempts
SB-25837

45 Errors in downloading and consuming H5P content on Mobile SB-25541, SB-25492

46
Enrolling and leaving the course for a Course Mentor was not seamless in DIKSHA portal
SB-25461

47 UI issues in the Screen Reader Access and Site Map buttons SB-24838

48 Content was playing automatically on courses profile page SB-25336

49 Issues were present while joining course batch SB-25287, SB-25095

50 Unable to copy a newly created book SB-25259

51 Questions were shuffled even after disabling the Shuffle option SB-25247

52
Errors were present while selecting the filter options SB-25221, SB-25046, SB-25043,
SB-25032, SB-24670

53 Errors while registering on DIKSHA portal SB-25117

54 Courses filters were not displaying desired results with shared course URL SB-25070

55 Issues were present in sharing and playing content SB-25068

56 Errors were present using back button post logging in to the portal SB-25060

57 Error messages were not shown while playing a corrupted EPUB file SB-24955

58 Broken image was displayed when user clicks on solution SB-24952

59 Users were unable to view the ToC after completing the course SB-24935

60 Errors in searching popular categories SB-24924

61 Template is not displayed after selecting during creating assessments SB-24703

62 There were issues while applying filters SB-24588, SB-24585
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63 Upcoming course batches were not reflected in the UI SB-24497

64 The Terms and condition pop-up was displayed while accessing Admin > Manage SB-24478

65 User was able to navigate to end screen with out attempting the question set SB-24305

66 Images were not rendering correctly in player SB-24215

67
DIKSHA App : My learnings section becomes invisible after reaching certain threshold in their
enrollments SB-24146l̥

68
Course is not displayed when BM is selected and logged in User is a Different state user and
custodian user SB-23972

69 Mobile App: Courses with batch expired are showing in search list SB-23932

70 Batch ID was not dislpayed for enrolled user SB-23919

71 Resources are not opening in courses SB-23823

72
Redirected to Landing page when clicked on "Privacy Policy" in consent form in the Profile
Page SB-23738

73
"Anonymous" text is displayed along with the username on the summary screen of the epub
content consumption for the custodian users SB-23682

74 Re use the session cookie if it exists, instead of creating a new one SB-23668

75
[Mobile] - Home/Library tab incorrectly displayed for a user when app launched for 1st after
installation SB-23637

76
While previewing in the review stage, the entire file is appearing blank (screenshot below).
Nothing is rendering SB-23618

77
Filters not get applied if the user shared the dynamic URL and open in the mobile app
SB-23612

78 Configuration of roles was broken for portal SB-23603

79
Mobile app: Join course pop-up should not be displayed to the user when there was an expired
and a future batch SB-23585

80
User profile details was not getting updated as per the book metadata (Board, Class, Medium
and subject) when user scans a QR code SB-23442

81
Library icon does not change to home for new user when they change their profiles SB-23328,
SB-23324

82
Mobile app: User was getting the search contents post clicking on search URL which was not
having a contents SB-23098

83 Back button mwassing on content detail page - PDF, EPUB, youtube etc SB-23081

84
As user, can't submit the popup for name on cert without checking "do not show me the
message again"? during consumption of course SB-23063
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85 Consent form url contains teacher text in its URL SB-23052

86
Portal: The header text was displayed as "Undefined" when user logins into the application
SB-22972

87
End page should not have this many digit in duration and also endpage screen should not be
false even though user have landed to last page SB-22623

88 Not able to join the second batch if previous batch is ended SB-22316

89 All medium list was not getting displayed for Mitra SB-22241

90
Portal: Create batch - On clicking the "Clear" button, the batch was displayed as "Invite-only"
batch SB-22161

91
View more button : Counts are not displayed in the view more button under my learning section
SB-21858

92 Page was getting skipped on a single click (Next button) for the PDF contents SB-21834

93
Post changing the subject filter value, result shows previous visited course on list page
SB-21664

94
No message was displayed to the user if no courses are available on applying the filter
SB-21641

95 Unable to "Copy" when there was Trackable collection SB-21464

96
User consent popup was shown for 2 to 3 sec when non custodian user enrolls in the course
SB-21439

97
Yes/No label was not getting displayed in faq section and post page refresh user get redirected
new URL SB-21438

98

When user opens a course using the shared link and clicksthe the on Application Back button
then the tab selected was "Courses" and Text displayed below was "Digital Textbook"
SB-21362

99 New PDF content player was not available on production SB-21251

100 Reg : TPD back button issue SB-21136

101
[Profile] Portal and mobile are not in sync for showing org, suborg, and location details in the
profile page SB-20876

102 Unable to search self assess content type in library page SB-20749

103
When User clicked on "Zoom in" and then clicked on full screen mode from normal mode then
on full screen it should be auto adjusted SB-20678

104 Safari: screen gets zoomed when user click on search SB-20619

105
First content in the TB doesn't display the player in mobile web when accessed through
deeplink SB-20550
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106
Consumption Firefox Web:Previous and next button was shown on player end page
SB-20536

107 Portal : Location popup gets displayed if user comes back from login page SB-20443

108 Labels are not correct for publisher and board SB-20420

109 [Language] Certain labels are not getting changed as per the selected language SB-20395

110
Added Coure image was not showing in search result page when user searches any course
SB-20392

111
Pagination not working, showing same set of contents when user clicks next page
SB-20357

112 When user open the course/book, page was not get scrolled up automatically SB-20353

113 Old layout has two login buttons in portal SB-20349

114
Course card was displayed differently for "My courses" and "Student courses" section
SB-20339

115
"Content name", "Share", & "Fullscreen" buttons are hidden when user switches to the old
layout during textbook consumption SB-20284

116
Previous slide button was not working in full screen mode while consuming the resource
SB-20246

117 Users are not able to Join the courses that has an enrollment end date SB-20243

118 [Mobile Browser]:In Profile Page State and District "Edit" Button was not displaying SB-20110

119
Mobile Browser : When user was trying to consume the application from mobile browser, UI
was behaving differently SB-20079

120
Course progress gets updated when user clicks on back button for ECML contents
SB-20034

121
[Switch user] Post switching the newly created MUA, it was showing as null instead of DIKSHA
custodian org SB-20015

122
Mobile App: Course progress was still displayed when user has Unenroled from the Batch

SB-19931

123
[Teacher form > Enter ID] Teacher form label "Enter ID as requested by your Stat.." was
displayed instead of "Enter ID as requested by your State/ Board/ Org*" SB-19815

124 Mobile app : User was getting error message during user switch in offline SB-19803

125 User was not able to select topics in course search filter SB-19674

126 In portal, User context lost when going back after searching and opening a content SB-19659

127
Merge account : User was not able to initiate merge account as error message throwing.
SB-19653
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128
book toc fail to display If user open a textbook on mobile web and then play content, and you
go back to open a new textbook SB-19652

129
For custodian org users - In profile page the BMGS shows wrong associations while editing /
changing the Board SB-19648

130 Nothing happens when the user clicks on cancel button on QR-Code result page SB-19611

131
Summary page screen shows previous played contents name while creating a book
SB-19606

132
Created on DIKSHA by & Published on DIKSHA by fields are missing on book toc page
SB-19561

133
Content details are not getting displayed in the content details page when user opens the
content from the library page SB-19560

134 [Forgot] User was able to create a new password with space and login SB-19439

135 login option was showing when the logged-in user opens the shared textbook link SB-19357

136
Mobile app: During onboarding if user scans a books with no contents then user profile was not
auto selected as per the book metadata SB-19344

137
Mobile app: Clicking on play for non downloaded contents from "Flattened result" screen user
stuck on the content player SB-19342

138
User was not redirected to the previous page when clicks on cancel button/Browser back
button in QR-Code Results page SB-19320

139 There was no option to go back to the previous page in content details page SB-19197

140 While consuming the quiz, if a user clicks on the mobile home icon or locks the phone, the
audio keeps playing on phone SB-18832

141 App getting crashed if user replay the quiz and start again consuming it SB-18824

142
Rating pop-up was getting displayed on click of submit button even before end screen for self
assess SB-18711

143 Difference between department label in between landing page and view all page SB-18709

144 Filter shows old values in role ie class 1, class 2 if user search in training page SB-18706

145 Incorrect courses count get displayed if post applying the filter in view all section SB-18703

146
Mobile app: Unable to rate content post consuming content from flattened result screen
SB-18657

147 Merge account: User was unable to merge their custodian account SB-18569

148
Linked content doesn't get displayed if user search the QR code in library search text field
SB-18508

149 Reports: Sorting in not working correctly if user clicks on column SB-18030
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150 Redirect link not working on Platform through mobile app SB-17774

151
Profile Page: Training completion month and year data was incorrect at "Trainings attended"
section SB-17761

152 Content credits "view" hyperlink doesn't have interact event SB-17305

153
[Library/Course]- Contents are not getting displayed on Right side when the user selects the
Urdu language SB-15072

154 CBSE - Textbooks missing creator, license and attributions fields SB-14112

155
Board names in frameworks details are not showing correctly for custodian users in portal &
mobile SB-13341

156
Library Page / Explore Library Page: Number of selected boards/mediums/classes are not
matching with the displayed selected filter values for these fields SB-13076
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